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Triangular Stochastic Differential Equations
with Boundary Conditions.
MARCO FERRANTE (*)

ABSTRACT - In the present paper we study a particular class of stochastic differential equations with boundary conditions at the endpoints of a time interval.
We present existence and uniqueness results and study the Markov property
of the solution. We are able to prove, in two different situations and for every
dimension d ~ 1, a necessary and sufficient condition that our equation has to
satisfy if the solution is a Markov field process.

1. Introduction.

The stochastic calculus with anticipating integrands has been reseveral authors (see e.g. [5] and [6]). This theory
allows to define
when the integrand p, is not adapted to the
filtration generated by the Brownian motion ~Wt: t E [ 0, 111. Moreover
it allows us to study different types of stochastic differential equations
driven
where the solution turns out to be non necesto
the
filtration
sarily adapted
generated by Wt .
In the present paper we are concerned with stochastic differential
equations of the type

cently developed by

where t E [0, 1] and instead of the usual initial condition, where we fix
the value of Xo , we impose a boundary condition which involves both Xo
and Xi . We assume
[0, 1]} is a d-dimensional Brownian
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motion and

takes values in R~ (h

being

a

function from R2d into

R d).
The goal of this paper is to study a particular class of boundary
value problems of the type (1). In fact in the following we shall assume
that Vi E ~ 1, ... , d }, the
Xd) depends only on the first
i variables and we shall consider a similar condition about the functions
hi . The main interest is the study of the Markov property of the solution of equation (1). In the paper of Nualart-Pardoux [7] a general results in this direction is given in the one-dimensional case. More precisely, in [7] it is proved in dimension one (i.e. d 1), that the solution
of ( 1 ) (if it exists and is unique) is a Markov field if and only if f" * 0 and
it is proved via a counterexample that in dimension larger than one the
solution can be a Markov process, even with non linear f s.
In the present paper we first provide a necessary measurability
condition for the solution Xi of equation (1) to be a Markov field. Using
this new condition, we can state two necessary and sufficient results, in
dimension larger than one, in the present «triangular» case. In the first
case, assuming that the boundary conditions are quite general, we shall
prove that the solution of our problem is a Markov field process if and
only if the functions f ( ~ ) are linear in the last variable. In the second,
for the f ( . )’s sufficiently general, we will show that the process Xt is a
Markov field process if and only if the boundary condition has a particular form (some of the coordinates of Xo and X, are given).
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we recall brifely some
definitions about the Anticipative Calculus (referring to [5] for a comprehensive exposition) and state one Lemma that we need in the following sections. In section 3 we prove some existence and uniqueness
theorems (in the spirit of [7]) for the stochastic differential equation of
type (1) in the present triangular case. In section 4 we state an extended version of the Girsanov theorem for non necessarily adapted processes which is due to Kusuoka (in [4]). Moreover we prove that we can apply it to our problem and compute a Radon-Nikodym derivative. In
section 5 we study the Markov property and find out a measurability
condition that the solution of a general non linear stochastic differential
equation of type (1) has to satisfy if we assume that it is a Markov field.
Applying the previous measurability condition to the present class we
prove two necessary results about the f and the hi respectively, and
prove easily the sufficiency.
=
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2. Some remarks about the

helpful

Anticipative Calculus.

In this section we shall recall the notions of derivation on Wiener
space and Skorohod integral (see [5] for a complete exposition of the basic results about the anticipating stochastic calculus).

d-dimensional Wiener process defined on
the canonical probability space 12 Co([0, 1];
Let us denote by H
the Hilbert space L 2 ([0, 1 ]; Rd) . For any h E H, we will denote by W(h)
the Wiener integral
=

We denote by S the dense subset of
dom variables of the form

L 2 (S~ ) consisting

of those

ran-

where n a 1, hl ,
hn E H and /e Cb (RI) (that means, f and all its
derivatives
are
bounded).
partial
The random variables of the form (2) are called smooth functionals.
For a smooth functional F E ,S of the form (2) we define its derivative
D F as the d-dimensional stochastic process
given
...,

by

a closable unbounded operator from L 2 (Sl ) into L 2 (S2 x
[0, 1]; IEBd). We will denote by D1, 2 the completion of S with respect to

Then D is
x

the

norm

ill, 2

defined

by

We will denote by 8 the adjoint of the derivation operator D. That
x [0, 1]; R d)
means, 8 is a closed and unbounded operator from
into L 2 (S~ ) defined as follows: the domain of 8, Dom (8), is the set of
x [0, 1];
such that there exists a positive conprocesses U E
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stant c,

verifying

is the square intefor all F E ,S. If u belongs to the domain of a then
the
random
variable
determined
relation
by
duality
grable

The operator 6 is an extension of the It6 integral in the sense that the
class La of processes ~inZ~(~x[0,l]; R~) which are adapted to the
Brownian filtration is included into Dom (8) and 8(u) is equal to the It6
integral if u E La . The operator a is called the Skorohod stochastic

integral.
Define Ll 2 (L 2 (S~ x [0, 1]; R’ 2))d . Then the space Ll 2 is included into the domain of &#x26;. The operators D and d are local in the following
=

sense

Using these local properties one can define the
standard localization procedure. For instance

a

and
by
spaces
is the space of ran-

dom variables F such that there exists a
1~
F on
for
1.
such
a.s., Fn E Dl. 2 and Fn
D
the
derivation
can
be
extended
to
random
(a)
By property
operator
variables of the space
We shall now state a Lemma, that we shall need in the sequel (ret ~ s ~ 1)
ferring for the proof to [7]).
=

=

prove the

following:

3. Existence and

In the

uniqueness.

present section

we

shall

study existence

and

uniqueness

of
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solution to the

following equation

and
We shall consider in this part W as an element of Co([0, 1 ];
the fact that W is a d-dimensional Wiener process will be irrelevant in
this third section. Therefore a solution is regarded as an element X E
E C([0, 1];
which is such that

From
fies

now on we

(H l ) Vi, fi ( x ) is

that the

mapping f: II~d --~ R d satis-

function of xl , ... xi ,

continuously differentiable

shall

a

assume

in xi.

Following [7],

we

first associate to (3) the

equation with f =

0

A solution of (4) is of the form

and has to

satisfy

the

following equation

Henceforth in the sequel
is satisfied

we

shall

always

assume

that the

following

as-

sumption

(H2) Vz e R , the equation h( y, y

0 has a
g( z ) and for every 0 ~ I 5 d the function
z 1, ...zi and is of class C 1 in zi .
+

z)

=

=

Under (H2) equation (4) has the

unique solution

unique solution y
depends only on
=
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Conditions (HI) and (H2) give
simple way: in fact for every
solution of (4), it holds that

Then in order to solve (3),

which is

just

a

scalar

us

the

a

... ,

we can

equation.

possibility to study (3) in
c~} denoting (1~, ....

start

solving

The second

the first

equation

very
the

equation

.

be solved condidering X1 as a fixed process, and so on for every
equation. In this way, proving the existence of a unique solution to
equation (3), can be reduced to study the generic scalar equation
can

Let

us

prove the

following

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f: [0, 1 ] x I1$ -~ I~ be
which is of class C1 in the second variable and
tion. Furthermore let us assume that

(i) 3 k

&#x3E;

and

(ii) 3 ~’

Then

0 and ~

E

I1~ such that

moreover

&#x3E; A such that

equations (5)

admits

a

unique solution.

a
r:

measurable function
II~ be a C1 func-
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PROOF.

Equation (5)

can

be written

as

follows

For every Xo fixed, assumption (i) implies that the first equation admits one and only one solution, that we shall denote by (Xs
Therefore we have to prove that there exists one and only one Xo that
solves the following equation

Denoting by

the real function

have to prove that there exist one and only one x E R such that
)O(x) 0.
Since r is of class C 1 and f (s, y) is continuously differentiable in the
second variable (in the sequel we shall denote by f’ the derivative of f
w.r.t. y), we have
we

=

9X, /8r is the
equation

where

and

clearly

solution of the

it holds that

following linear differential
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At the end

we

obtain that

Evaluating the absolute value of ~p’ (x)

By condition (i),

An easy

lowing

we

computation

we

obtain

have

shows that condition (ii) is

equivalent

to the fol-

one

Be

&#x3E;

such that

0

and therefore

This implies that q(z) is
there exist one and only
We

can now

uniqueness

give,

result to

COROLLARY 3.1.

a

strictly

one x E

monotone function and therefore

R such that

= 0.

Corollary of Proposition 3.1,
equation (3).

as a

Suppose that (Hl), (H2)

are

an

existence and

satisfied and

the func-
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tions

Then

belong

to

C1

For every i r=

11,

... ,

f and

g

equation (3) admits

and

a

dI

verify

there exists

Ki &#x3E; 0 and ),E I~ such that

unique solution.

REMARK 3.1. In the previous results the C1 regularity conditions
be weakned by assuming in (i) the customary Lipschitz condition
in the last variable and in (ii) an equivalent monotonicity condition on
g, as done in [7].
can

To conclude this part, let us recall a result presented in [7], that
will use in the following sections. Let us define the set

It is easy to prove that there exists
into 2: such that

Defining

the

mapping

T from

a

bijection ~

Co ([ 0, 1]; R d)

from

into itselt

we

Co([0, 1]; IEgd)

by

it holds
PROPOSITION 3.2. T is

a

bijection if and only if equation (3)

has the

unique solution

4.

Computation of

a

Radon-Nikodym derivative.

In this section we first state the extended Girsanov theorem of
Kusuoka (Theorem 6.4 of [4]) and then apply it to our situation. We assume that S~
Co ([0, 1];
equipped with the topology of uniform
=
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convergence, F is the Borel field over Q, P is standard Wiener measure
oi(t) is the canonical process.
Wt

and

=

THEOREM 4.1. Let T: S~ ~ Q be

a

mapping of the form

measurable mapping from Q into H L 2 ([0, 1 ];
suppose that the following conditions are satisfied

where K is

a

=

(i) T is bijective;
(ii) For all W E Q, there exists

from

H into

itself

such

a

and

Hilbert-Schmidt operator D

that

tends to zero;

is continuous from H into ~ (H ), the
space

of Hilbeit-Schmidt operators;
(3)

is invertible.

Then if Q is the measure on (Q, ff) s. t. P
tinuous with respect to P and

=

QT -1 , Q

is

absolutely

con-

where d~ ( -DK) denotes the Carleman-Fredholm determinant of the
Hilbert-Schmidt operator - D K (see e.g. [10]), and
is the Skorohod integral of K n
We want to apply Theorem 4.1 to the mapping T defined in section 3. Moreover we shall compute the Radon-Nikodym derivative
=.
dQldP in this particular case where
= f( r.p t ( w ) ) ,
+ c~ t . Let us assume that f, g E C 1
denoting by f ’ the
and the same for g’, it holds
gradient matrix of f,
=

’

that

’

...,’
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The operator

is

given by

Conditions (ii.l) and (ii.2) are here satisfied. Before checking condition
(ii.3) let us compute the Carleman-Fredholm determinant of - DK. We
will use the following general Lemma (for the proof see Appendix A
of [2]), which is a slight generalization of a similar result established
in [1]. Let f be an element ofL~([0, 1]; Md) and g,
1]; Md)
(such that g ~ h E L~([0, 1]; Md)) where Md is the vector space of the
d x d real matrices. For every s and t belonging to R+, let us define
the L 2-kernel

Let

us

denote

by K the operator

of

L2([0, 1];

into itself defined

by

q e L~ ([0,

1]: R d). Let ~t be the solution of the following differential

equation

Then

we

have

LEMMA 4.1. The Carleman-Fredholm determinant of the HilbertSchmidt operator - K, defined by (7), is given by

Let ~ ~(t), 0

~ t 5

1}

denote the d

x

d matrix valued solution of
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Notice that, under

In the

present
Lemma, that

assumption (Hl),

case,

it holds that

when Kt = f(~G(t)),

The main result of this section is the

we

obtain, from the previous

following.

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that
(H.1) and (H.2) hold
Assume moreover that the tranformation T deand g E
fined in (6) is bijective, and furthermore that

Then the conditions
and

where

of

Theorem 4.1

is the

for, Kt f(~(t)),
=

are

satisfied

generalized Stratonovich integral.

PROOF. We have to check condition (ii.3). From the computation of
the Carleman-Fredholm determinant in this particular case, we obtain
that condition (10) is equivalent to the fact that d~ ( - DK ) ~ 0 and, from
the theory of the Hilbert-Schimdt operators (see e.g. [10]), this property is equivalent to condition (ii.3) in Theorem 4.1. Formula (11) follows
from (9) and the following relation between the Skorohod and the

171

Stratonovich integrals (see [6~, pag. 597)

To conclude this section,
Theorem 4.2 to hold.

we

shall

provide

sufficient conditions for

COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that (Hl) and (H2) hold and moreover
that f, g E
If condition (H3) in Corollary 3.1 is satisfied,
then (10) holds and T is bijective, so the assumptions of Theorem 4.2
are

satisfied.

PROOF. From Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we
tain that T is a bijection. To prove that (10) holds, it is
lent to prove that Vi E 11, ... , d ~

From (H3) and

and

(8),

we

obtain that

immediatly obclearly equiva-
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Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we

and (12) is

obtain that for every i

proved.

5. The Markov property.
In this sectin we shall study the Markov property of the solution
of equation (1). We can define the two type of Markov properties
which are of interest in the present paper:

DEFINITION 5.1. A continous process
Markov if for any t E [o,1 ],
0 ~ s ~

t

E

t}

[0, 111 is said
s ~

to be

1}

are

conditionally independent given a- f Xt 1. m
DEFINITION 5.2. A continuous process
Markov field if for any 0 ~ r t 1, ~ ~X~;

t}

are

t

conditionally independent

E

[0, 1 is said

to be

and

Xt 1, m

It is possible to prove (see [3]) that any Markov process is a Markov
field, but the converse is not true in general. In the case of periodic
to be a Markov
boundary condition Xo = X1, we can not expect
process, but it could be a Markov field.
It has been proved (see [9]) that in the Gaussian case f and h affine)
the solution is always a Markov field and it is moreover a Markov process if h(x, y)
Ho x + H1y - ho is such that Im Ho n Im Hi = ~ 0 }. It is
possible to extend the previous result (see [7]) to the case where the
function h is not linear obtaining again that the solution of (1) is a
=

Markov field.
We shall divide the present section in two subsections. In the first
one we shall assume that our problem (1) admits a unique solution, that
is a Markov field process, and we derive a necessary condition on f ( ~ )
and one on g( .). In the second part we shall prove the opposite results,
i.e. that both necessary conditions, of f and g respectively, are sufficient for
to be a Markov field process.

173

5.1.

Necessary conditions.
First of all

E

we

shall prove

[0, 1]}, solution of (1), has

a

to

meaurability condition that IXt, t E
satisfy if is is a Markov field pro-

cess.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that (Hl) and (H2) hold equation (1) has
unique solution for every c~ E Q, f and g are of class C2 and (10) in
t E [ 0, 111 is a Markov field, we
Proposition 4.1 holds. Then, if
have that
a

is

PROOF. Let t

(where

e

e

Fet-measurable

[0, 1] and define the following three J-algebras:

stands for «exterior» and i for «interior»).

Since

we

have, for

every

non

negative measurable function f on Q, that:

E
i.e. the law of
E [ o, 1]} under P is the same as the law
E [ o, 1 ] ~ under Q. Since (1) admits a unique solution, we have that T is a
bijection; then from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 it holds that Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P (we denote again by J the RadonNikodym derivative dQ/dP, whose computation is done in Theorem
4.2). Therefore we can assume that lytl is a Markov field under Q, i.e.
for any non negative (or equivalently Q integrable) random variable X

174

measurable,

which is

is

fft -measurable.
Define

It is easy to prove that the

previous condition implies that
is

5i -measurable

for any non
Denote

negative Fit-measurable random variable

Proceeding

in the proof of Proposition 5.3 in [2], from the condition
deduce the following equality

(13)

we can

77.

as

i. This clearly implies that Tr (0~, 1)
1,
Fet-measurable for any 1 1, ... , d and t s 1.
Recalling that, under assumption (HI) and (H2), it holds that

for any t s

1 and 1

=

... ,

=

and

we

and

have that

is
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Consequently

we

obtain that

is

for all t

E

(o,1 ),

t ~ s 5 1

and 1

=

1,

... ,

Fet-measurable

i, which completes the

proof.
We shall present in this subsection two results concerning necessary properties that our equation (1) has to satisfy, if its unique solution is a Markov field process. The first one, following the ideas of
Theorem 4.4 in [6], is a condition on the function f( ~ ) in (1), assuming
some additional hypothesis on the function g( ~ ). Conversely, in the second Theorem of this part we are able to prove that, if the function f( . )
satisfies a quite general condition, the Markov field property of the solution of (1) implies a condition on g( .). In the following subsection we
shall prove that both conditions are also sufficient for the Markov field

property.
Let

us

start with the

following

THEOREM 5.1. Let assumptions (HI), (H2) and (H3) hoLd, f be
class C3 while g is of class C2. Let us assume furthermore that one
the two following assumptions holds:

PROOF. Under (HI), (H2) and (H3), the
Proposition 5.1 are satisfied; therefore

assumptions

is

of

of
of

previuos

Fet-measurable
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Putting

have that

we

is

Fet-measurable.
From tha last column of the matrix,
is

Let

us

we

Fet-measurable

suppose that there exists xo

From the continuity of 82fdl8xj,
U in R d such that

we

E

obtain that

for all 0

t

case

s

1.

1~d such that

obtain that there exists

D efine

Since in the present

1, t

the law of the random vector

an

open set
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has

its support,

we

is

have

tft-meaurable and,

1

-

the random variable

plying

is also

Lemma 2.1 to the present case,

for 0 ~ u ~ t,

Choosing k

=

We have

d,

we

since

obtain

we

obtain

Fet-measurable. Ap-
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almost surely on G d . But this is possible
leads to a contradiction. So we have that

only

in

P(G d)

=

0 and this

and, therefore, there exist y (x1, ... , xd _ 1 ) and a(X1, ..., Xd-1) such
that

Consequently,

is

from (16) and (17),

we

have that

Fet-measurable. Consider now the d - 1 component of the above prodequal to

uct which is

previous condition (17), we have that (a2f d I aXd-1 BXd) (x) depends only on the first d - 1 variables. Let us suppose that there exist
From the

xo e

IEgd-1 such that

179

Define

Using again that the

law

of Yt has R d

We have that

is

Fet-measurable.

Proceeding

for

as

before

we

obtain

and 1 kd-1.
The first term, when k d - 1, is
=

as

its support,

we

obtain
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where

A similar computation can be done for the second summand of (18).
Then putting u = t in (18) we get

almost surely on
It is easy to prove that under

and that under

it holds that

assumption (ii)

Therefore,

&#x3E;

almost surely on
Therefore both

cally

assumption (i)

Gd-1,

0 for

and this is

all i, from (19)

possible

if and

we

have that

only if

and

=

are

0.

indenti-

zero.

It is clear that the same computation can be done for the (d - 2) -th
column of the previous matrix (16). At the end we shall have

and this

implies that there
such that

exist ai,

bi E R. and

etc.

REMARK 5.1. It the one-dimensional case (i.e., d 1), Theorem 5.1
t e [0, 1]} is a Markov field
reduces to Theorem 4.4 in [71 i.e. that
but
the
proof given here is different
process if and only if f is Linear,
that
from
of [7].
=

In the second part of this section we shall assume that the function f
is infmetely differentiable, satisfies (HI) and the following condition
holds:

We

are

able to prove the

following

THEOREM 5.2. Let us assume that f is of class COO, hypotheses (Hl),
(H2) and (H4) hold g is of class C2 , and equation (1) admits an unique
t E [ 0, 111. Moreover let us assume that (10) in Theorem
solution
t E [ 0, 1 ]1 is a Markov field process, g has to
4.1 holds. Then, if

satisfy the following condition:
one

we

the two conditions holds:

PROOF. Under conditions (HI), (H2) and (13),
again obtain that

is

for all tE(0,1), t~s~1 and
In terms of the function

by Proposition

5.1

Fet-measurable

l = 1, ..., i.
a i ( x ) introduced in (15), condition (20)

182
means

that

is

Fet-measurable

for all t E (0,1), ts1 and l=1,...,i.
We shall use the following Lemma, whose proof will be given
end of this proof:

we

LEMMA 5.1. Under the
have

From (22) the

Applying

assumption of Theorem 5.2, for all t E (0, 1)

measurability condition (21) implies

Lemma 2.1 to the random variable

We obtain

at the

that

we

have
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and from (8)

We have

Therefore

for

all i,k=1, ...,d and 0 £ 0 £ t £
Recall that

Applynig
which

now

implies

property (23)

that

we

get

1.
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Since
bilities

gi ( ~ )

is

a

continuous function Vi

=

1,

... ,

d, the only possi-

are

or

and therefore condition (H5) is satisfied..
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1. We shall only prove (22) and the proof of (23)
would follow the same lines. Suppose that (22) does not hold. Fix
denote by ( vl , ... vd ) a base of R~ and

:=(d2/dxldxifi(Ys). We have

This

implies that there exists p E ~ 1,

has positive
fined by

We

can

pag. 565)

The

probability. Consider

... ,

d}

such that the set

the function ~: R~

apply the multidimensional anticipative
on [s, 1] to the function !P, obtaining

quadratic variation

of the

right hand

side

can

x

Rd - R, de-

It6-formula (see [6],

be

computed

follow-

ing the results of [6] and

is

equal

to

rherefore

Since

we

obtain

Clearly
previous computation

obtaining

we can

apply again

the

to the function

that

ate the previous
1 that

Since P(A)

computation

&#x3E;

and this leads to

as

It is clear that we can itertimes
we want, obtaining for all
many

0, there shall exists x0 E Rd such that

a

contradiction with the

hypothesis (H4).
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REMARK 5.2. In Theorem 5.2 we have to assume directly that (1)
admits an unique solution and that (10) holds, instead of considering
the sufficient condition (H3) of Corollary 3.1. In fact condition (ii) of
(H3) implies that (a I azi) gi (zl , ... , zi) ~ -1 for every (z1, ...zi) E
..

5.2. Sufficient conditions.
In this second part, we shall investigate the converse implications
of the previuos Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
Let us start with some general remarks. As we have seen in the
E [ 0, 11, solution of (1), is
proof of Proposition 5.1, to prove that
E [0, 1 ) ~, sola Markov field under P, it is sufficient to show
ution of (4), is a Markov field under Q (where P
and T is defined by (6)). From the expression of dQldP it follows that the Markov
field property holds if
=

be written

can

as

Zi is
Let

us

prove the

Z

with

=

Fit-measurable

and Ze is

Fet-measurable.

following

THEOREM 5.3. Under the

assumption of Theorem 5.2, if g satisfies
a Markov field process.
sufficient to prove that, Z given by (24) has the

(H5), then the solution of (1) is

PROOF. It will be
above factorization property. We have

Since

is

equal

to 0

or

to - 1,

we

E {1,...,d}:(d/dzi)gi = -1}

which

provides the desired factorization.

have, letting
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REMARK 5.3. Theorem 5.3 is related to the result contained in [71
with a different
section 5, and in chapter 7 of[2], where it is
technique, that if

and (1) admits

an

unique solution, then

this solution is

a

Markov

process.
To conclude this subsection
5.1, i.e.:

we can

prove the

of Theo-

converse

rem

THEOREM 5.4 Under the
i:

assumptions of Theorem 5.1, iff:

satisfies for all

where ai, bi E R and ui : Ri-1 -+ R, then the
Markov field process.

is

a

[1] M. CHELEYAT-MAUREL - D. NUALART, Onsager-Machlup functional for

a

PROOF.

Let

us

Again

unique

solution

of ( 1 )

it holds that

recall that

and from (25)

which is

we

get ~ ii ( t )

=

and, therefore

trivially £Lmeasurable..
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